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EP and PPA:
Can it be hard to find
If it’s easy to recognize
And you know it’s there?
Apparently yes.
Jack Edmonds
Aussois, January 2017
jack.n2m2m6@gmail.com
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The NP Rock

Martin, Alex, Jeff, Josh, & Jack. Photo by Kathie.
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A predicate (decision problem) f(x), true or false for any x,
is called NP if it can be expressed as
f(x) = [there is a y, polysize relative to x, such that g(x,y)]
where there is a polytime algorithm for deciding g(x,y).
(I called it EP for “existentially polytime”.
I thought “nondeterministic” meant “randomized”.)

f(x) is coNP means that ‘not f(x)’ is NP.
For example the Traveling Salesman Problem is the NP predicate:
TSP(G,T) = [there is a y, which is a tour in G cheaper than tour T in G].
Inspired by Dantzig,Fulkerson,Johnson (1954) I became excited in 1961
to show that TSP(G,T) is coNP by finding an NP description of a set of
inequalities whose solution set is the convex hull
of all the 0,1 incidence vectors of tours in G. (?)
I failed, and so in 1966 I conjectured that TSP is not in P
(equivalent to “NP ≠ P”).
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The statement that f(x) is both NP and coNP is a theorem of the form:
There is “small” y1 such that g1(y1,x) or a “small” y2 such that g2(y2,x).
Not both.
where both g1(y1,x) and g2(y2,x) have polytime algorithms.
Such theorems are called “good characterizations”.
I was lucky to conjecture that if f is both NP and coNP then
the decision problem, whether f(x) is true or false, is polytime.
I was foolish to assume that this necessarily means finding the y1 or y2,
a search problem.
Example: there is a way for the girls to all marry boys they like or there is
a subset of the girls bigger than the set of boys they together like. Not both.
Here “a way for all the girls to marry” is y 1 and
“a subset of the girls bigger than the set of boys they together like” is y2.
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A theorem of the form:
“There is a polysize y such that g(y,x)”, where g (y,x) is in P,
is what’s called an existentially polytime (EP) theorem.
For discrete existence theorems,
EP is intuitively what is usually regarded as beautiful.
A good characterization, i.e., NP-coNP theorem, excluding the “Not both”,
is an EP theorem. In fact trivially any EP theorem can be put into the
dichotomy form of an NP-coNP theorem without the “Not both” statement.
There is no longer an associated decision problem since the theorem says
there always is a y. But there is still the search problem of finding a y.
Such theorems are traditionally proved by non-constructive methods:
contradiction, induction, and sometimes by counting -counting as in a probability method, using a pigeon hole,
or counting as in a parity method, which we will concentrate on in this talk.
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Ideally an EP theorem, “There is a y such that g(y,x)”,
is proved by a polytime algorithm which always finds a y.
Traditional proofs by induction can be translated into algorithms,
but they are almost always exponentially bad algorithms.
I win bets from traditional proof providers who claim
that their proof surely, or likely, provides a good algorithm.
Never the less, though I never admitted it, I used to believe that EP theorems
could in general be proved by polytime algorithms.
I conjectured that NP-coNP theorems (good characterizations)
have polytime decision algorithms. The conjecture has been so successful
that there are now hardly any possible counterexamples known.
However I was secretly foolish to assume that one always
solves the decision problem by finding the y that must exist.
National and financial security now depends on no good algorithm known
for finding a factor of an integer n, or a polytime obstruction, though there is now
known a good decision algorithm for whether or not n has a factor. (It won’t last.)
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Probabilistic methods of pigeon hole counting to get EP theorems
often lead to randomizing algorithms which work extraordinarily well.
A fascinating area of theory has been de-randomizing algorithms
into good deterministic algorithms. I’d love to understand the area
and give enlightened tutorials on it, but …
instead I’ll speak about parity arguments as another way to get EP theorems.
In fact these EP theorems can often be proved by beautiful algorithms.
It is not easy to prove they are not polytme. These EP theorems look like they surely
have polytime algorithm proofs, though none are known.

Example: Thm 1. For any graph G whose edges are partitioned
into a spanning tree T and a Hamiltonian path P between nodes s and t,
there is in G another different Hamiltonian path P’ between s and t.
In fact: Th 1’. For any graph G, there is an even number of partitions of the
edges of G into two spanning trees having specified degrees at each node.
This is a “PPA theorem” proved by Berman by a parity counting argument.
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“PPA theorem” very roughly means “true by a parity argument”
But this is misleading.
“PPA theorem” actually means true by an “exchange algorithm”
which is like the Lemke-Howson algorithm to find a Nash equilibrium
for a bimatrix game (2-Nash).
We’ll provide an official definition of PPA after two algorithm examples.
Berman’s parity counting proof of Thm 1’ is not an algorithm.
It is not clear when a theorem, proved by parity counting,
has an exchange algorithm proof.
C&E described a simple exchange algorithm for “the Berman problem”:
given a partition of graph G into two spanning trees,
find a different ‘brother’ partition into two trees with the same degrees.
Berman’s counting proof is not at all like this exchange algorithm:
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Given a partition of the edges of G into two spanning trees
of the desired degrees and given any node w of G,
“Exchange graph”, G*:
A node of G* is either a partition of the edges of G into P and Q, which are
either two desired trees or else two “almost desired trees” (not trees).
Two nodes (P,Q) and (P’,Q’) in G* are joined if they differ by the exchange of
single edges of G. I leave it for homework to characterize the structure of (P, Q)
and (P’,Q’). It is clear that G* is a collection of disjoint paths and isolated nodes
with the partitions into desired trees as the path ends of G*.
G* is exponentially big.
The algorithm walks from one end of a path in G* to the other.
It is non-trivial to show that a path in G* can be exponentially long.
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Choose any vertex w with p(w) = 1 to be the fixed special vertex
We consider two types of partitions of the edges:
Type 1:
(P, Q)

p-degree tree q-degree tree
w
Type 2 :

(P’, Q’)
skew tree - 2 degrees off by 1

* w has degree 0
* the defficient vertex u of Q’ has degree
p(u) + 1 and is in the unique cycle of P’
* all other vertices have degree p(v)

w

The vertices of the exchange graph X(G) are these two types of partitions.
Two vertices are adjacent if their partitions differ by interchanging 2 edges.

u
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Choose any vertex w with p(w) = 1 to be the fixed special vertex
We consider two types of partitions of the edges:
Type 1:
(P, Q)

p-degree tree q-degree tree
w
Type 2 :

(P’, Q’)
skew tree

* w has degree 0
* the defficient vertex u of Q’ has degree
p(u) + 1 and is in the unique cycle of P’
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Choose any vertex w with p(w) = 1 to be the fixed special vertex
We consider two types of partitions of the edges:
Type 1:
(P, Q)
degree = 1

h-degree tree k-degree tree
w
Type 2 :

(P’, Q’)
degree = 2
skew tree

* w has degree 0
* the defficient vertex u of Q’ has degree
p(u) + 1 and is in the unique cycle of P’
* all other vertices have degree p(v)

w

The vertices of the exchange graph X(G) are these two types of partitions.
Two vertices are adjacent if their partitions differ by interchanging 2 edges.

u
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Another PPA theorem, which we call “the Andrew Thomason problem”:
Thm 2. For any graph G and spanning tree T
such that each node of G is hit by an odd number of edges not in T,
the number of spanning trees in G having the same degrees as T is even.
(This theorem is originally and best known where T is a path.)
Given G, T, any node w of G, the “Exchange graph”, G*:
The nodes of G* are the desired spanning trees having the same degrees as T
and the “almost desired trees” (not trees) of G.
Two nodes in G* are joined if they differ by the exchange of single edges of G.
Homework: characterize the structure of the “almost desired trees”.
G* consists of disjoint paths and isolated nodes with the desired trees as path ends.
Krawczyk & Cameron show that paths of G* can be exponentially long,

and thus the exchange algorithm is exponential time.
Open problem: a “minimal” unification of the Berman and Thomason problems.
Can either be reduced to the other?
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The Berman and Thomason problems, and other exchange graph problems
are unified by the generic PPA problem introduced by Papadimitriou.
It is based on
Thm 3. Every graph G* of degree 0, 1, or 2, at each node
has an even number of degree 1 nodes.
The nodes of a PPA exchange graph, G*, are the binary words of length n.
There is a polynomial size Boolean circuit (or a polytime Turing machine),
which for any node v in G*, tells us the 0, 1, or 2, nodes joined to v.
The PPA problem is, given a degree 1 node in G*, find another degree 1 node.
PPAD is defined similarly by a circuit which determines directed paths.
Papadimitriou shows that the “classical Sperner Lemma” problem
is PPAD complete.
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An attractive version of the Sperner Lemma says:
Thm 4. For any simplicial d-dim polytope D and coloring of its vertices
with d colors, D has an even number of facets which use each color.
The Sperner problem:
given the set, V, of colored vertices, and a single properly colored facet, T, of D,
find another properly colored facet different from T.
(The set of facets of the convex hull of the given vertex set V is implicit.)
Homework: Describe the exchange graph G* which represents the algorithm
for finding another properly colored facet different from T,
thus showing the Sperner problem to be a PPA problem. It is a PPAD problem
because the boundary of the convex hull D of V is an oriented manifold.
Actually, this same Sperner Lemma, and associated Sperner-problem proof,
call it neo-Sperner, is valid for any triangulated pseudo manifold (TPM),
in fact for any Euclidean complex (oik).
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A ‘rank d’ oik (V,M) is a finite set V (the vertices)
and a set M of d+1 element subsets of V (the rooms) such that
every d element subset of V is contained in an even number of the rooms.
The size d subsets of a room are called the walls of the room. A (V,M) is a
pseudo manifold, TPM, when each size d set is the wall of 2 or 0 rooms.
PPAD problem means: where the length n binary words are the nodes of G*,
and given a polytime Turing machine which determines at most one edge of G*
into each node and at most one edge of G* out of each node,
and given a source node of G*, find a sink node of G*.
In 1994 Papadimitriou showed that a 3 dim Sperner problem is PPAD complete
in the paper where he introduced generic PPAD.
In 2000 Grigni showed that a Sperner problem in a complicated triangulation
of certain esoteric 3 dim non-orientable manifold is PPA complete.
In 2016 Xiaotie Deng et al showed that a Sperner problem and other related
problems in a 2 dim Moebius band triangulation are PPA complete.
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>The rub is that all of these complete problems have a generic Turing machine
(or circuit) for specifying the vertex coloring as part of the input.
>The Sperner problems shown to be complete are more complicated
than the generic PPA and PPAD problem.
>The proofs are complicated. Each means that any PPAD, or PPA, can be
reduced in polytime to an appropriate Sperner problem with a TM coloring.
>These are the only known PPA completeness results,
>Many PPAD completeness results have been found.
>There are many known beautiful and natural PPA theorems,
that is, EP theorems proved by exchange algorithms
which do not have generic circuits or TMs as part of the input.
>None are known to be PPA complete.
>In fact few reductions between them are known.
>It is usually not easy to show that their exchange algorithms are not polytime.
>There are no polytime search algorithms known for most of them.
>Some EP theorems proved by parity counting are not known to be PPA.
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The max number of rooms in a rank-d oik is bounded by a polynomial in the
number of vertices and so if each vertex has an explicitly given color then
finding a properly colored by simply looking at each room is polytime,
but does not provide proof of the Sperner lemma
Therefore in order for the Sperner problem to be interesting as a
PPAD complete or PPA complete problem the input vertex coloring
must be given by a generic Turing machine as part of the input for a
vertex set which is exponential in size relative to problem input size.
Most natural exchange graph (PPA) search problems are like the Berman
problem in that they do not have generic TMs as part of the input
because a polytime algorithm for steps in the search is implicit in the structure
while the number of possible answers is exponential.
I personally like the discovery of new PPA theorems
more than completeness.
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Integer factoring and modular square roots
Emil Jerabek_
Institute of Mathematics of the Academy of Sciences
Czech Republic, email: jerabek@math.cas.cz

July 28, 2015

Abstract: We show that general integer factoring
is reducible in randomized polynomial time to a PPA problem
and to the problem WeakPigeon in PPP.
Both reductions can be derandomized under the assumption of
the generalized Riemann hypothesis.
We also show (unconditionally) that PPA contains some related problems,
such as square root computation modulo n.
What other explicit, non TM-given, PPA problems
might integer factoring, and modular square roots, be reduced to?
Something like this has recently been done for ‘LCP problems’:
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The Lemke-Howson algorithm to find a Nash equilibrium
for a bimatrix game, 2-Nash, is a classical instance of PPAD.
A major achievement was X. Chen and X. Deng showing that 2-NASH is PPAD
complete. That is, any PPAD problem can be polytime reduced to a bimatrix
game by replacing the generic TM of the input with intricate matrices:
3-Nash is PPAD-complete. Electronic Colloquium in CC, TR05–134, 2005.
Settling the Complexity of 2-Player Nash-Equilibrium. ECCC, TR05–140, 2005.

There is a long history of linear complementary problems (LCPs)
which can be solved by methods similar to Lemke-Howson.
It is a corollary of Chen and Deng’s PPAD completeness that
Thm(***). Any LCP which is solvable by a method similar
to Lemke-Howson can be polytime reduced to a bimatrix game
(and of course conversely).
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The reduction by X.Chen and X.Deng of the generic PPAD problem to 2NASH
is extremely complicated.
Remarkably, it inspired Adler and Verma, 2013, to find a simple way to do (***):
A direct reduction of PPAD Lemke-verified LCPs to bimatrix games.
From the Abstract: The linear complementarity problem, LCP(q,M), is defined as follows.
For given M ∈ Rm×m, q ∈ Rm, find z such that q + Mz ≥ 0, z ≥ 0, z⊺(q + Mz) = 0,
or certify that there is no such z.
It is well known that the problem of finding a Nash equilibrium for a bimatrix game (2-NASH)
can be formulated as a linear complementarity problem (LCP).
In addition, 2-NASH is known to be complete in the complexity class PPAD.
However, the ingeniously constructed reduction (which is designed for any PPAD problem)
is very complicated, so while of great theoretical significance, it is not practical for actually
solving an LCP via 2-NASH, and it may not provide the potential insight that can be gained from
studying the game obtained from a problem formulated as an LCP (e.g. market equilibrium).
The main goal of this paper is the construction of a simple explicit reduction of any LCP(q,M)
that can be verified as belonging to PPAD via the graph induced by the generic Lemke algorithm
with some positive covering vector d, to a symmetric 2-NASH.
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Let L1 and L2 be two non-degenerate sets of linear inequalities
where each of L1 and L2 is indexed by the same set H.
L1 and L2 describe simple polytopes, say Q1 and Q2, not usually in the same space.
A partition [H1,H2] of H is called “complementary”
if H1 determines a vertex of Q1, and H2 determines a vertex of Q2.
“Geometric 2NASH Theorem”: The number of complimentary partitions of H is even.
Finding a 2NASH equilibrium is equivalent to finding a complimentary partition of H
different from a given one.
Of course a polar version is where:
L1 and L2 is two general-position sets of points not usually in the same space,
and each of L1 and L2 is indexed by the same set H.
The hulls of L1 and L2 are simplicial polytopes, Q1 and Q2 .
A partition [H1,H2] of H is called “complementary”
if H1 is the vertex set of a facet of Q1, and H2 is the vertex set of a facet of Q2.
The Lemke-Howson algorithm is, starting with a complimentary partition of H,
keep pivoting from an almost complimentary partition of H to another
until a different complementary partition of H is reached.
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A number of papers by Todd, Morris, Fukuda, Terlaky, and Zhemin Wang,
generalize LCP methods, and implicitly 2-NASH, to abstract oriented matroids.
An oriented matroid is a very specially structured TPM, triangulated manifold.
‘The Geometric 2NASH Theorem’ like the neo Sperner Lemma actually holds
for any TPMs, and more generally for oiks (Euler Complexes).
Recall that a rank-d oik (V,M) is a finite set V (the vertices)
and a set M of d element subsets of V (the rooms) such that
every d – 1 element subset of V is contained in an even number of the rooms.
The size d - 1 subsets of a room are called the walls of the room. (V,M) is called
a pseudo manifold, TPM, when each size d - 1 set is the wall of 2 or 0 rooms.
Let Lk = (V,Mk), k = 1,…,n , be a rank-dk oik where Σdk = /V/ . A partition [V1,V2,…,Vn] of V
is called “room partitioning” if Vk is a room of Mk, k = 1,2,…,n.
“Oik Room-Partitioning Theorem”: The number of room partitionings of V is even.
A proof is an exchange algorithm which finds a brother room partitioning
from a given one. It is essentially the same as the Lemke-Howson algorithm.
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Where the oiks are given by a circuit and V is large relative to the size of the circuit,
presumably the room partitioning search problem is PPA complete.
Where the oiks Lk = (V,Mk) are identical, say L = (V,M), we get an interesting theorem
and search problem where L = (V,M) is explicitly given without a generic circuit.
“Single Oik Room Partitioning Theorem”:
For any oik, the number of partitions of its vertices into rooms is even.
The corresponding search problem proof is easily seen to be PPA.
It might be PPA complete for explicitly given (non-orientable) rank 3 manifolds.
Laura Sanita and I show that the exchange algorithm is exponential
even for rank 3 planar triangulations and even for rank 2 oiks.
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A 2(rank)-oik is an Euler graph G (all degrees even) whose rooms are the edges of G.
A room partitioning of G is a perfect 1-matching in G
(exactly one edge hitting each vertex).
The single (rank)2-oik room partitioning theorem says:
Every Euler graph has an even number of perfect 1-matchings.
Sanita and I show that for finding a perfect 1-matching different from a given one
the exchange algorithm proof is exponential.
However this search is polytime by using the non-bipartite blossom algorithm, and so
presumably the search for a different room partitioning is not PPA complete for 2-oiks.
More on search problems for oiks can be found in the papers,
“A generalized Complementary Pivoting Algorithm” by M.Todd.
“On Scarf and Sperner Oiks”, by S. Gaubert, V. Gurvich, and me;
“Exponentiality of the exchange algorithm for finding another room-partitioning”
by Laura Sanita and me;
“Some graphic uses of an even number of odd nodes” by Kathie Cameron and me;
and “Understanding PPA-Completeness” by Xiaotie Deng et al;
which can be downloaded by googling.
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2-Nash Gale oiks: exponential for Lemke-Howson & easy for the blossom alg
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abstract
Let T be a triangulated surface given by the list of vertex-triples of its triangles, called
rooms. A room-partitioning for T is a subset R of the rooms such that each vertex of T is in
exactly one room in R. Given a room-partitioning R for T , the exchange algorithm walks from
room to room until it finds a second different room-partitioning R′ . In fact, this algorithm
generalizes the Lemke–Howson algorithm for finding a Nash equilibrium for two-person
games.
In this paper, we show that the running time of the exchange algorithm is not
polynomial relative to the number of rooms, by constructing a sequence of (planar)
instances, in which the algorithm walks from room to room an exponential number of
times. We also show a similar result for the problem of finding a second perfect matching
in Eulerian graphs.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Many existentially polytime (EP) theorems [1] have existence proofs that do not immediately imply a polynomial-time
algorithm for finding what is asserted to exist. Although a lot of EP theorems also have polynomial-time algorithmic proofs,
some of them have resisted effort to find polynomial-time algorithms. In particular, some such EP theorems can roughly
take the following form: ‘‘For any T , and R in T , there is another different R in T ’’, as a consequence of some algorithmic
techniques proving that ‘‘for any T , there is an even number of such R in T ’’. A powerful technique to prove these statements
is showing that they are implied by vertex-degree parity in large implicit ‘‘exchange graphs’’ [2].
One of the most famous problems for which polynomial-time algorithms seem elusive is finding a Nash equilibrium for
two-person games, despite its existence proof. In fact, the problem has been shown by Chen and Deng [4] to be complete
for one important class of search problems, namely the class PPAD, identified in a seminal paper of Papadimitriou [10].
In this paper, we focus on an abstract generalization of the Nash equilibrium theorem for two-person games and the
Lemke–Howson algorithm [8] for finding such equilibria. This generalization builds upon the concept of oik (the name is
due to Edmonds [6]), which was first introduced by Todd [12] (with the name of semi-duoid).
Using this concept, several results on the existence of a second object of a certain type can be derived. As an example, it
can be shown that, for any triangulated surface, and any subset of its triangles (called rooms) partitioning its vertices, there
exists another different subset of triangles partitioning the vertices. The proof is a simple ‘‘exchange algorithm’’ which, given
an initial partitioning, walks from room to room until it eventually finds a second one.

✩ A preliminary version of these results appeared in Proceedings of the International Symposium on Combinatorial Optimization (ISCO), 24–26 March
2010.
∗ Correspondence to: Combinatorics & Optimization Department, University of Waterloo, Canada. Tel.: +1 519 888 4567x31395; fax: +1 519 725 5441.
E-mail address: laura.sanita@uwaterloo.ca (L. Sanità).

0166-218X/$ – see front matter © 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.dam.2012.03.012
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Edmonds [6] poses the open question whether or not the running time of such algorithm is always well bounded relative
to the number of rooms. We answer this question here, by constructing a sequence of (planar) triangulations in which the
algorithm walks from room to room an exponential number of times relative to the number of rooms. We also show that
the running time of the exchange algorithm is exponential when applied for finding a second perfect matching in Eulerian
graphs, which again answers another open question in [6].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the formal definition of oiks, room-partitionings for oiks, and the
description of the exchange algorithm for finding a second room-partitioning, using the notation given in [6]. This section
also explains the connection with Nash equilibria for two-person games and the Lemke–Howson algorithm for computing
such equilibria. In Section 3, we prove the exponentiality of the running time of the exchange algorithm for a particular class
of oiks which is induced by the set of triangles in triangulated surfaces. Section 4 shows a similar result for another type of
simple oiks, which is induced by the set of edges of Eulerian graphs. Finally, Section 5 states the conclusions.
2. Oiks and Nash equilibria
In this section, we give the formal definition of oiks, room-partitionings, and the exchange algorithm as given in [6], and
explain the connection with Nash equilibria for two-person games and the Lemke–Howson algorithm. Although the results
in this section are all known, to make the paper self-contained we report the proof of those results, which later will be
relevant for us.
A d-oik C = (V , F ), d ≥ 1 is a finite set V of elements, called the vertices of C , and a family of subsets of V each of size
d + 1, called the rooms of C , satisfying the following property: every subset of V of d elements is in an even number of the
rooms.
Some examples which we will use in the next sections are the following.
(i) A Eulerian graph, i.e. a graph where each vertex has even degree, is a 1-oik where the rooms correspond to the edges.
(ii) A triangulated surface is a 2-oik, where the rooms correspond to the triangles.
Given a d-oik C , if each d-subset of vertices is contained in exactly 0 or 2 rooms (rather than just an even number), we call
it a d-pseudo manifold. Note that this is for example the case for triangulated surfaces, since each pair of vertices is contained
in either 0 or 2 rooms.
Let M = [(V , Fi ) : i = 1, . . . , h] be an indexed collection of oiks, called an oik-family, all on the same vertex-set V . A
room-family R = [Ri : i = 1, . . . , h], for oik-family M, is one in which, for each i, Ri is a room of oik (V , Fi ). A room-partitioning
R for M is a room-family whose rooms partition V .
A nice result about d-oiks is the following theorem, stated as Theorem 1 in [6] and anticipated as Theorem 5.3 in [12] (for
the case h = 2).
Theorem 1. Given an oik-family M and a room-partitioning R for M, there exists another different room-partitioning for M. In
fact, for any oik-family M, there is an even number of room-partitionings for M.
Proof. Choose a vertex w . A w -skew room-family for oik-family M is a room-family, R = [Ri : i = 1, . . . , h], for M such that
w is not in any of the rooms Ri , some vertex v is in exactly two of the Ri , and every other vertex is in exactly one of the Ri .
Consider the so-called exchange graph X , determined by M and w , where the nodes of X are all the room-partitionings
for M and all the w -skew room-families for M. Two nodes of X are joined by an edge of X when each is obtained from the
other by replacing one room by another. Then, it is easy to see that the room-partitionings for M are all odd-degree nodes
of X , and the w -skew room-families for M are even-degree nodes in X . The result follows by observing that X must have an
even number of odd-degree nodes. 
Given a room-partitioning for M, the exchange algorithm can find another room-partitioning for M by simply walking
along a path in X , not repeating any edge of X , from one node that corresponds to the given room-partitioning for M to
another. Going from one node to another by an edge of X is called a pivot. When each oik of the oik-family M is a pseudo
manifold, X consists of disjoint simple paths and simple cycles, and so the algorithm is uniquely determined by M and w .
We next show how this generalizes the Lemke–Howson algorithm for computing equilibria for bimatrix games (i.e. twoperson games).
2.1. Bimatrix games
A bimatrix game (i.e., a two-person game) is given by two positive payoff matrices A and B. Let R (respectively, T ) be the
index set for the rows of A and for the columns of B (respectively, for the rows of B and for the columns of A). R (respectively,
T ) is called the set of pure strategies for Player 1 (respectively, Player 2). When Player 1 plays a probability distribution, xR
on R, and Player 2 plays a probability distribution, yT on T , the expected pay-off for Player 1 is A pre-multiplied by xR and
post-multiplied by yT ; the expected pay-off for Player 2 is B pre-multiplied by yT and post-multiplied by xR . The pair (yT , xR )
is called an equilibrium if neither player can improve his/her expected payoff by unilaterally changing his/her probability
distribution.
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In order to compute an equilibrium, one can consider two (bounded non-degenerate) systems: [A I ]y = 1 and [I B]x = 1,
where the identity submatrices I in the above systems are not the same but are appropriate to matrix A and matrix B,
respectively (see [13] for more details).
Let V be the column-index set of matrix [A I ] and of matrix [I B]; that is, V is the disjoint union of R and T . R is a feasible
basis of system [A I ]y = 1 and T is a feasible basis of system [I B]x = 1. (A feasible basis is a maximal independent subset
of columns such that the solution obtained by setting equal to zero the variables corresponding to columns not in the basis
is non-negative.) In particular, (R, T ) is a complementary pair of feasible bases, since R = V − T . The following is a beautiful
known theorem (see [13] for details).
Theorem 2. The equilibria of the game are given by the complementary pairs of feasible bases of [A I ]y = 1 and [I B]x = 1
other than (R, T ).
Hence the following theorem (Theorem 3) is the crucial part of an algorithmic proof of Nash’s theorem that every bimatrix
game has an equilibrium.
Theorem 3. There is another complementary pair of feasible bases of [A I ]y = 1 and [I B]x = 1 than the given starting pair
(R, T ).
Relying on the definition of pseudo manifolds, one can show that Theorem 1 has Theorem 3 as an instance. Before that,
we need to state a theorem implicit in the simplex method for linear programming [5].
Theorem 4 (The Simplex Theorem). Let Ay = b be a non-degenerate and bounded system. For any feasible basis T and any
column j not in T , there is a unique column i in T such that T ′ = (T + j − i) is a feasible basis.
Another way of stating Theorem 4 is as follows.
Theorem 5. If V is the column-set of A, and the members of F are the sets R = V − T such that T is a feasible basis of A, then,
where n is the number of columns of A and m is the rank of A, (V , F ) is a (n − m − 1)-pseudo manifold.
A pseudo manifold (V , F ) is the combinatorial type of a geometric simplicial polytope (the convex hull of a finite set of
points such that every face is a geometric simplex) if and only if (V , F ) can be realized as in Theorem 4. In fact, a pseudo
manifold with many rooms might be described implicitly by a non-degenerate system of linear equations having a bounded
non-negative solution set.
Note that using the simplex theorem, Theorem 3 clearly follows from Theorem 1 by considering an oik-family with two
pseudo manifolds, which correspond to the two non-degenerate and bounded systems of the game.
The Lemke–Howson algorithm [8] to find an equilibrium for a two-person game makes simplex pivots which correspond
to the walk of the exchange algorithm along the path in graph X from the node of X corresponding to the starting
complementary pair of bases to the other end of the path. Savani and von Stengel [11] (see also [9]) have shown that the
Lemke–Howson algorithm is exponential relative to the size of the matrices defining the game, not necessarily exponential
relative to the number of rooms implicitly defined by the matrices. A question raised in [6] is whether or not the exchange
algorithm is a polynomial-time algorithm if we explicitly consider the list of rooms as part of the input. We are going to
answer this question in the next section.
3. Exchange algorithm for triangulations
Let T be a triangulated surface, given by the list of vertex-triples of its triangles, which correspond to the rooms. A roompartitioning of T is a subset R of the rooms (triangles) such that each vertex of T is in exactly one room in R. Suppose that the
triangulation has a room-partitioning R. Then, applying Theorem 1 to an oik-family M in which all the oiks of M are the same
pseudo manifold defined by T , we can deduce that there is another room-partitioning R′ of T which is different from R. This
second room-partitioning can be found by the exchange algorithm. We now construct a sequence of planar triangulations
in which the algorithm walks from room to room an exponential number of times relative to the number of rooms.
Let (V0 , F0 ) be the pseudo manifold depicted in Fig. 1, where the red squares indicate the triangles (rooms) corresponding
to the initial room-partitioning R0 , and the black circles indicate the second room-partitioning R′0 , which is obtained by
applying the exchange algorithm to R0 , with the chosen special vertex w . In Fig. 2, bold arrows indicate in order the nine
pivots of the algorithm to get from R0 to R′0 . Dashed arrows indicate in order the nine pivots of the algorithm to get from R′0
to R0 . Note that each of these two algorithm applications is, of course, the reverse of the other.
To get example (V1 , F1 ) and R1 from (V0 , F0 ) and R0 , consider the triangulation in Fig. 1 and do the following steps: (i) add
a vertex h along the edge bc in the picture, (ii) add the edges hg and ha, (iii) replace the triangle hab with a shrunken copy
of the big triangulated triangle dfe (see Fig. 3).
We get the triangulated surface (Vk , Fk ) with room-partitioning Rk from the triangulated surface (Vk−1 , Fk−1 ) with roompartitioning Rk−1 , applying the same steps as in the preceding paragraph. The next theorem easily follows from the picture
of the pivots.
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Fig. 1. The pseudo manifold (V0 , F0 ).

Fig. 2. Bold and dashed arrows indicate the pivots made by the exchange algorithm to get from R0 to R′0 and from R′0 to R0 , with the chosen special vertex

w. As an example, the bold arrow labelled 1 has its tail in room wef and its head in room fie: this indicates that, in the first pivot (to get from R0 to R′0 ),
room w fe is replaced by room fie.

Fig. 3. The pseudo manifold (V1 , F1 ). Red squares indicate the triangles corresponding to the initial room-partitioning R1 .

Theorem 6. For every positive integer k, (Vk , Fk ) has 12 more rooms than (Vk−1 , Fk−1 ). The exchange algorithm does 8 · 2k more
pivots for Rk in (Vk , Fk ) than for Rk−1 in (Vk−1 , Fk−1 ).
Corollary 7. The exchange algorithm for the room-partitioning problem has a running time that is exponential in the number of
rooms.
We do not know an algorithm for finding a room-partitioning R′ , given a triangulated surface T and an initial roompartitioning R, which runs in polynomial time relative to the number of triangles in T .
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Fig. 4. The Eulerian graph G0 . Red edges indicate the initial perfect matching R0 . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Red edges indicate the second perfect matching R′0 of G0 . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. The Eulerian graph G1 . Red edges indicate the initial perfect matching R1 . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4. Exchange algorithm for Eulerian graphs
In this section, we consider the exchange algorithm for finding another room-partitioning for an oik-family M, in which
each oik of M is a 1-oik. Note that, if each oik of M is the same 1-oik, then the problem can be reformulated as follows: given
an Eulerian graph G and a perfect matching on G, find another different perfect matching on G.
In this case, differently from the case of planar triangulations, we know that there is a (non-trivial) non-bipartite matching
algorithm which can be used to find (if there is one) a first and a second room-partitioning. Therefore, one may wonder
whether in this case the exchange algorithm is also well bounded relative to the number of rooms [6]. We are now going to
show that this is again not the case.
Let G0 = (V0 , E0 ) be the Eulerian graph shown in Fig. 4, where red edges denote the initial perfect matching R0 . We apply
the exchange algorithm by choosing vertex w as the special vertex. Note that, differently from the case of pseudo manifolds,
this is not enough to uniquely determine the walk of the exchange algorithm on the exchange graph X . As an example, at
the first step we could replace the room corresponding to the edge {w, a} by either {a, b}, {a, e}, or {a, g }. In order to fix
the behavior of the exchange algorithm, we could partition the edges incident into each vertex of G0 into pairs in such a
way that, when there is the possibility of a choice, our replacement exchanges two edges which form a pair. Specifically, we
consider the following pairs:
- ({w, a}, {a, b}) and ({a, e}, {a, g }) for the edges incident into vertex a;
- ({a, b}, {b, d}) and ({b, f }, {b, c }) for the edges incident into vertex b;
- ({b, d}, {d, w}) and ({c , d}, {d, g }) for the edges incident into vertex d.
Fig. 5 shows the second perfect matching R′0 which is found by the exchange algorithm when applied to R0 according to
the above mentioned pivoting rules. The (ordered) sequence of the six pivots made by the algorithm is determined by doing
the following replacements: (1) replace room {w, a} with room {a, b}; (2) replace room {b, c } with room {c , d}; (3) replace
room {d, g } with room {a, g }; (4) replace room {a, b} with room {b, d}; (5) replace room {c , d} with room {b, c }; (6) replace
room {b, d} with room {d, w}.
To get example G1 and R1 from G0 and R0 , we modify the graph doing the following steps: (i) split vertex c in two vertices,
c ′ and c ′′ , joined by an edge, in such a way that c ′ is adjacent to vertex b, while c ′′ is adjacent to vertex d; (ii) consider the
subgraph of G0 induced by the vertices V0 \ {w} (call it G′ ); (iii) replace the edge {c ′ , c ′′ } with a copy of G′ , merging vertex
c ′ ∈ G0 with vertex a ∈ G′ , and merging vertex c ′′ ∈ G0 with vertex d ∈ G′ (see Fig. 6).
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We get the Eulerian graph Gk with room-partitioning Rk from the Eulerian graph Gk−1 and room-partitioning Rk−1
applying the same steps as before. The next theorem follows easily by considering the pivots of the algorithm.
Theorem 8. For every positive integer k, Gk has nine more rooms than Gk−1 . The exchange algorithm described before does 5 · 2k
more pivots for Rk in Gk than for Rk−1 in Gk−1 .
Corollary 9. The exchange algorithm finds a second perfect matching in a Eulerian graph G with a running time which can grow
exponentially relative to the number of edges of G.
We close this section with an observation. In our examples, the algorithm would have a polynomial running time if
started at a different vertex (e.g. a). Although this is of less relevance for our purposes, we remark that, using a construction
of Morris given in [9] and an observation from [3], it is even possible to construct a family of 1-oiks for which the algorithm
has an exponential running time for any starting vertex.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered the exchange algorithm for finding another room-partitioning of the vertices of an
oik. We showed that the running time of the algorithm is not polynomial relative to the number of rooms, even for explicit
(planar) 2-pseudo manifolds and for 1-oiks, answering two open questions in [6]. It would be interesting to characterize
oiks for which an exchange algorithm is always well bounded in the number of rooms.
Moreover, it would be interesting to investigate how the room-partitioning problem and the exchange algorithm are
related to the complexity classes PPAD [10] and PLS [7].
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